
The Circle

1. Construct the perpendicular bisector of each of the following line segments.

2. In this circle with centre O. draw:

a) Chord AB \/'
b) Diameter BC t'/
c) Radius OA '/'

3. What is the diameter of a circle if the radius measures:

4. What is the radius of a circle if the diameter measures:

a) 50 rnm? ,5 b) 4 cm? >-

5. Draw a circle to the right, with a radius of 2.5cm.
Draw and label the following parts:

l- Arc
2. Sector
3. Chord
4. Central angle
5. Radius of 2.5 cm
6. Diameter

a) 0.9 dm? tb b) 32 mrn? Lfl c) 5 cm? lo

c) 6.2 dm? 3. I
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Circle

i. True or False?

a) The perpendicular bisectors of chords in a circle all rneet at the centre of the circle. T-cle

Tb) The diameter is the longest chord in a circle.

c) A1l diameters in a circle are con$uent. "T (a99 -ttro parr--o Q/"eft-)

d) An infinite number of circles can pass tluough three non-aligned points. I
e) The length of the radius of a circle is equal to half the length of the diameter. f.

2. A circle is inscribed in a square. If the square has a perimeter of 24 cm, determine the length of the radius of the

?"{5q' ry = U
t't

'I =3
3

3 . Use two chords and the perpendicular bisectors of these chords to find the certre of each circle.

Draw the only circle that can pass through
these three points.

b)

4.

,&
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Circumference

l. Calculate the missing measure.

2. Calculate the circumference of each hoop using the given measurements.

a) b)

)q{1

3. Give the radius of a corrpact disc with a circunrference of 37.7 cm.

,r'c k cwu

4. Find tlre diameter of a tree base with a circurnference of 90 cm.

ESC,D?

afir'l
*e)t

9"d
Tu

5. Each straight stretch of a track measures I 25m. The semicircles at each end have a radius of 50m. Calculate the
distance clvered by a mnner travelling around the length of the track.C=BTLy C= Bf,r6$

25o+ 3t't.rt, 2 >ky . I te ( vvu

6. A bicycle rvheel has a radius of 2Scm. rvhat distance will the bicycie haye covered after 50 rotations of tire wheel?

r=b[ee]x Sp :t1qC"\6

2 Y) , L,-S . Ctv'

Circumference 335 cm 31, Gq JS" ie
48 cm

Diameter
C-_ vbTX :to6.u l2 cm I t5 a-l

Radius '12 , S? Bt t 4cm -7.b3
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Radiils" Diartreter and Circumferenee

l. What is the circumierence of a round table with a diameter of l.5m/

C- -Ld
-1 (

^e.

re = 1q. OB2-sb
x

t.+

=I,[t ,s

2. A round sewer coyer has a circumferenee of 250 cm. What is the diameter?

d=_

3. A daltboard has a circumference of 94 cm. what is its radius?

l'> L
))t

4. The radius of apizza is 6cm. What is the lerrgth of the pizza crust?

c=. IXn
)TC v . 3^r" -r

)L)
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Radius, Diameter and Circumference Cont'd

5. The wheels of a bicycle have a diameter of 70cm. Horv riany full rotations do the wheels have to make in order to
cover a distance of 500m? (Km, Hm, Dam, M, Drn, Cm, Mm)' t-

C--d lc
IOTC

Plq ,q ci''\
----loo ' &'[lq

8"8 =ltt
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,at
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6. A section of a pool is 8m long. The semi-circle at each end has a diameter of 6m. Calculate the periureter of the

+ lg es
l
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7 . Calculate the peritreter of the rectangle in the figure below if the circumference of one circle is

TL

T

poo1.

circies are equivalent. y'=
I20cm. Notes, the

E 36,.g
)T

38'i 1

38,\n ?< 3 = \t,-t,t

1\'t .b + i\Ll"bt38,\t t 39'tt
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